This paper studies a new method for three-dimensional (3D) facial model adaptation and its integration into a text-to-speech (TTS) system. The 3D facial adaptation requires a set of two orthogonal views of the user's face with a number of feature points located on both views. Based on the correspondences of the feature points' positions, a generic face model is deformed nonrigidly treating every facial part as a separate entity. A cylindrical texture map is then built from the two image views. The generated head models are compared to corresponding models obtained by the commonly used adaptation method that utilizes 3D radial bases functions. The generated 3D models are integrated into a talking head system, which consists of two distinct parts: a multilingual text-to-speech sub-system and an MPEG-4 compliant facial animation sub-system. Support for the Greek language has been added, while preserving lip and speech synchronization.
INTRODUCTION
Talking heads apply in a great variety of applications, such as human-machine interfaces (HMI) or virtual reality applications. For example, such systems can be used in information kiosks, virtual shopping agents, news and e-mail reading in the Internet, for pleasant navigation tours in 3D worlds or for interactive educational software. Although cartoon-like characters can be used in some of these applications, synthesizing photo-realistic models of a specific person, although challenging, opens new horizons in realism and personalization.
The system presented here can be used to generate personalized 3D talking heads based on a generic MPEG-4 compliant model by using a new 3D adaptation approach. Our system consists of three modules: the 3D facial adaptation algorithm, the text-to-speech converter and the facial animation engine. These will be outlined separately in the following paragraphs and in detail in the following sections.
Several methods have been proposed in the literature for the deformation of a generic 3D face model: in [1, 2, 3, 4] the required geometry of the face is captured by a 3D laser scanner. In [2] , the generic geometric model is deformed by applying physical spring forces to predetermined nodes according to the positions of the corresponding features in the target face geometry. In [1] , the generic model is built using triangular B-spline patches and the deformation involves the displacement of the spline control points which correspond to facial features. In [3, 4] , the deformation is performed by an interpolation scheme utilizing radial basis functions. In [5] , two orthogonal photos of the target face are used and the generic face model is deformed by a 3D geometric transformation, specifically the Dirichlet free form deformation (FFD) [6, 7] . In [8] , the required 3D positions of the facial features are estimated from a series of captured image frames of the target face and the generic model is transformed by applying an interpolation function based on radial basis functions. Information from one view of the target face is utilized in [9] to measure the face, eyes, and mouth dimensions which are used to adapt a simple 3D face model by rigidly transforming the whole face and locally correcting the position and orientation of the face, eyes, and mouth. Geometric assumptions have to be made however, as the 3D characteristics of the features cannot be totally deduced from only one view.
Our approach differs from those of all above methods in that it treats the facial model as a collection of facial parts, which are allowed to deform according to separate affine transformations. This is a simple method which does not require the use of any specialized equipment (as a 3D laser scanner) and is effective for face characterization because the physiological differences in characteristics between faces are based on precisely such local variations, that is, a person may have a longer or shorter nose, narrower eyes, and so forth. Thus, in the proposed method after rigidly transforming the whole model so that it is aligned and scaled according to the target face, each facial part is stretched, rotated, and translated separately and in the optimal way (by minimization of a distance cost function) to fit to the required corresponding target facial part. The model nodes between different parts are interpolated to provide a natural smooth transition from one facial part to the other.
The available front and profile views of the face are then combined using the knowledge of the human face symmetry to generate a texture map containing the texture information for the entire head. The texture value stored to the texture map is produced as an average of the corresponding color values obtained by projecting the corresponding 3D point to the available images.
The generated 3D models are then integrated into a talking head system which consists of two distinct parts: a multilingual text-to-speech system and a facial animation engine based on MPEG-4 facial animation parameters (FAPs).
A text-to-speech synthesizer is a computer-based system that should be able to read any text aloud [10] . A talking head combines the TTS engine with a facial animation engine able to naturally reproduce a person's facial expressions while he is reading a specific text. While various commercial [11, 12] and research [13, 14] talking head systems are already available, the MPEG-4 standard provides new kinds of standardization to the field. The syntheticnatural hybrid coding (SNHC) part of MPEG-4 describes all possible facial movements and expressions using 68 parameters, referred as facial animation parameters (FAPs). Although MPEG-4 supports TTS synthesis by providing an interface to a proprietary text-to-speech synthesizer (TTSI), the synchronization of the FAP synthesizer with the TTS system, which is usually an asynchronous source, is generally difficult [15] . As in [15] , we have solved the problem by converting the phonemes (and facial expressions that input by the user as special characters-smileys along with their duration) to FAPs. Since the durations of the phonemes are available both the TTS and the facial animation engine, lip and speech synchronization is always achieved.
Many research or commercial TTS synthesizers are currently available. We have chosen to base our system to the multilingual speech synthesizer of the MBROLA project [16] . This synthesizer needs as input a list of phonemes, together with prosodic information (duration of phonemes and a piecewise linear description of pitch), and produces speech samples on 16 bits (linear), at the sampling frequency of the diphone database used. Phoneme transcription is achieved by a rule-based system for the Greek language or by a decision-tree-based system that is trained using a pronunciation dictionary for the English language. Durations and prosody information are synthetically generated using techniques similar to those developed for the MBRDICO project [17] .
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the face model adaptation method is described, while in Section 3 the two parts of the talking head system are presented. Generated 3D models are presented in Section 4 and compared to the same models obtained using the radial basis function (RBF) interpolation approach. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
3D FACIAL MODEL ADAPTATION
In this section, we propose a method for the adaptation of a generic 3D face model to a face captured from two orthogonal views: a front and a profile. A number of feature points have to be located on both (2D) views in order to deduce the 3D positions of the head we wish to model. Several methods exist for the automatic extraction of facial feature points as seen in [18, 19, 20] , although no method has yet been reported to be 100% accurate and insensitive to lighting and background conditions. Thus, in the presented system, previous work, detailed in [21] , has been exploited to locate automatically the positions of the facial features but a manual user interactive tool has also been developed to allow for corrections in the calculated positions. This was necessary because the feature points in the two views need to be exactly positioned, as minor errors will result in unnatural looking 3D models.
The rest of this section outlines the proposed facial adaptation algorithm, which follows the following steps. 
Optical axes required 3D positions, while the rest of the model nodes are displaced so that the natural characteristics of the human face are preserved.
Calculation of the 3D positions of the features
Having located the set of characteristic feature points in both views, the calculation of their 3D coordinates is carried out in the following way. We assume the use of a perspective projection camera system, which is shown in Figure 1 . The 3D points with coordinates (x, y, z) are projected on two image planes, the front and the profile, with perspective rays passing through the two corresponding projection centers C 1 and C 2 , which lie within the physical camera and are at a distance b from each other. The focal length f is the distance of the image planes from the corresponding centers of projection, while the point where the optical axis of the camera intersects the image plane is called the principal point. For the frontal image plane the principal point coordinates are (X F0 , Y F0 ) and for the profile (X P0 , Y P0 ). In our experiments, these were fixed to the centers of the corresponding projection images. Finally, X F and Y F are the projections on the frontal view, while X P and Y P are the projections on the profile view of the person's face.
The projection coordinates for the frontal image can be computed from the similar triangles P 1 C 1 P 0 and p 1 C 1 P 0 , shown in Figure 1 . In the same way, the projection coordinates for the profile image may also be determined
This system gives for every feature point four equations with three unknown (the 3D position of the feature point (x, y, z)). This is solved by least squares methods, detailed in the appendix, to provide the 3D position (x, y, z) of every feature point, given the projections of the feature points on the frontal (X F , Y F ) and profile view (X P , Y P ).
Rigid adaptation
Having calculated the positions of the feature points in 3D, a generic 3D facial model needs to be deformed so that its corresponding feature nodes are displaced as close as possible to these required positions, while preserving the natural smoothness and geometry of the human face. The first part of the deformation involves a rigid transformation of the model. Thus, the model is rotated and translated to match the pose of the real face. The rotation and translation transformations are calculated by a slight modification of the spatial resection problem in photogrammetry [22] . Specifically, the relation between the initial and the transformed model is given by
where (x 0 , y 0, , z 0 ) are the coordinates of a model node at its initial position, (x, y, z) are the coordinates of the transformed node, R is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix, and T is a 3D translation vector [T x , T y , T z ] T . We will assume a left-hand coordinate system, and let ω be the angle of rotation around the x-axis of the camera reference frame, ϕ the angle of rotation around the y-axis, and κ the angle of rotation around the z-axis. The κ, ϕ, and ω angles are often called Euler angles.
Then the rotation matrix R will be given by [22] 
where
Our purpose is the minimization of the following sum of squares by appropriate selection of the 6 unknown parameters (3 translation coefficients: T x , T y , T z and 3 rotation angles κ, ϕ, ω):
where N is the number of feature points located in the front and profile image frames, (x i , y i , z i ) are their required positions in the 3D space calculated as described in Section 2.1 and (x i , y i , z i ) are the positions of the model 3D nodes after the transformation (2). This minimization is accomplished by use of the nonlinear Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm [23, 24, 25] . A number of iterations of the above method are used to determine the values of the Euler angles corresponding to the rotation matrix R and the three components of the translation vector T.
Nonrigid adaptation
The rigid transformation may align the generic model with the required face and scale it to meet the total face dimensions. However, the local physiology of the face cannot be altered in this way. Thus, in the second step of the adaptation process the model is transformed in a nonrigid way aiming to further displace the feature nodes bringing them as close as possible to their exact calculated positions, while the facial parts retain their natural characteristics. To perform this adaptation, the generic model 1 (shown in Figure 2 ) is split into separate face parts (left eye, right eye, mouth, etc.) and a rigid adaptation is performed on every part separately. This means that every 3D face part is rotated, translated, and stretched so as to minimize the distances of the feature points belonging to that face part from their required positions. This is accomplished with the following transformations. 1 The generic model used in our experiments was adapted from the model provided by Instituto Superior Tecnico (IST), Universidade Tecnica de Lisboa, Portugal [26] . 
Centering at the origin
The center of the face part is found as the 3D center of the feature nodes contained and the whole part is translated towards the origin so that this center is translated on the origin. The same is done with the set of required feature positions (i.e., their center is found and they are translated towards the origin in the same manner).
Alignment
The face part is rotated around the origin so that three lines connecting three pairs of feature nodes are aligned with the corresponding lines connecting the required feature positions. This is accomplished by minimizing the differences in the gradients of these lines. For one pair of nodes at (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ), with required positions at (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ) this would involve finding the 3 × 3 rotation matrix R which would perform the following minimization:
Stretching The face part is scaled around the origin with different scale factors for every axis (s x , s y , s z ) so that the distances of the transformed nodes from their required positions are minimized. Thus, if (x Ri , y Ri , z Ri ) are the coordinates of the feature nodes after the rotation and (x i , y i , z i ) their required positions this would involve finding the 3 × 3 scaling matrix S which would minimize the following set of equations:
Translation After the stretching transformation the face part is translated back towards its original position by adding the position vector of the face part center calculated and subtracted in step 1.
Results of these steps for three facial parts are shown in Figure 3 , where the model is drawn at its rigidly deformed position (x i , y i , z i ), the arrows show the final nonrigid displacement vectors (x Si , y Si , z Si ) and the cubes represent the desired positions for the feature nodes. It is evident that the desired positions of the feature nodes are achieved after the nonrigid deformation (arithmetic results are given in Section 5), while the neighboring (to the features) nodes exhibit similar motion vectors, thus accomplishing a smooth deformed surface. Visual results of the complete deformed head are given at the end of this section as well as in Section 5.
Between all facial parts one series of nodes is defined as border nodes. These nodes may belong to more than one facial part and thus, their deformed positions are found by linear interpolation of their candidate positions according to every facial part they may belong to. This is done to assure that a smooth transition is achieved from one facial part to the other without neglecting the original surface curvature at those points in the generic model. Thus, the final deformed model adapts to the particular characteristics implied by the feature points (e.g., bigger nose or smaller eyes) keeping the generic characteristics of a human face (smoothness of the skin and symmetry of the face). Figure 4 shows the results of the rigid and nonrigid adaptation procedures, by projection of the rigidly and nonrigidly deformed model on the frontal and profile image views of the target face.
Finally, in order to be able to visualise a textured head model from any viewpoint, it is necessary to blend the frontal and profile view images into a single texture map. As in other approaches [27] , we define a mapping between the 3D coordinates on the face model and the 2D positions on the texture map using a cylindrical projection. The cylindrical projection is used so that the texture map contains all available texture of the head model from any given viewing angle. To achieve this the central axis, L c , of the cylinder must lie within the model. In our implementation this was accomplished by selecting the cylinder axis to be the same as the 3D ellipsoid major axis. The mapping of 3D coordinates (x, y, z) to cylindrical coordinates (y c , θ c ) ( Figure 5 ) is given by
where (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) is the 3D head model centroid. For each position on the cylindrical surface C(y c , θ c ), the corresponding position on a wireframe triangle is found as the intersection of the perpendicular to the cylinder axis semi-line, L (y,θ) , starting from this axis and passing through C, and the wireframe, as shown in Figure 5 . We assume that this semi-line intersects with the wireframe only once, which is to be expected, given the physiology of the human face. The texture value T which is stored to the texture map at this position C, is produced as a weighted average of the corresponding colour values obtained by projecting the corresponding 3D point to the available images
where k = 1 if the 3D point is projected only on the front view and k = 0 if the 3D point is projected only in the profile view. If the 3D point is projected on both the front and the profile views, k is selected to be proportional to the area of the 2D triangle projections on the front and profile views of the wireframe. This is reasonable because the greater this triangle area is, the better the resolution of the corresponding texture image in the vicinity of this 3D point. More specifically, since the front plane is perpendicular to the zaxis, the area of the projected triangle in the frontal view equals
where E front is the area of the 2D triangle projection in the front view, n = (n x , n y , n z ) is the normal vector to the 3D triangle and E is the area of the 3D triangle. In a similar way
Using (12) and (13), the following equation can be used to calculate k if the triangle is visible in both views:
A problem in the generation of the texture map is that the illumination conditions in front and the profile images differ significantly, thus the combination of both images into one homogeneous texture map becomes a very difficult task.
To solve this problem we use a linear calibration model to correct for systematic luminance differences between the two cameras. More specifically, in the texture generation procedure, we use the following transformation of the profile view:
where the parameters A and B are computed so that the skin region in the calibrated view has similar statistics (mean, variance) as in the front view. The optimal parameters A and B are given by
Using the above calibration procedure for the profile view, the generated texture maps are much smoother and the quality of the visualized models is significantly improved, as shown in the example in Figure 6 . The texture map generated from the front and the profile view is shown in Figure 7 , while three views of the texturemapped head model are shown in Figure 8 .
3D FACIAL ADAPTATION USING RBF
For comparison, a 3D facial adaptation procedure based on radial basis function (RBF) theory [23] was implemented.
Assuming that n 3D (feature) points y i , i = 1, . . . , n are available and that x i , i = 1, . . . , n are the corresponding points before adaptation, the following interpolation function is used:
where Φ(x) = φ( x 2 ) are radial basic functions (RBF) and the Eucledian norm is calculated in the 3D space, p l (x) are first-order polynomial terms in the 3D space, used to simulate rigid (rotation, translation, and scale) transformations. Weights w j ∈ R 3 and v l ∈ R 3 are estimated by solving the following linear system of n + M equations with n + M unknown:
In our tests we implemented the Wu functions which belong in the family of compactly supported RBF functions [23] Φ(r) = (1 − r) 6 + 6 + 36r + 82r 2 + 72r 3 + 30r 4 + 5r 5 , (19) where r = r 1 /r max , and r max defines the function support.
THE TALKING HEAD SYSTEM
A text-to-speech synthesizer is a computer-based system that should be able to read any text aloud [10] . A talking head combines a TTS engine with a facial animation engine able to naturally reproduce a person's facial expressions while he is reading specific text. Our talking face can additionally reproduce human emotions, which are input as special symbols (smileys) within the text. The basic system structure of the talking head system that was developed is illustrated in Figure 9 . The basic modules of the system are the text-to-speech module for speech synthesis and the facial animation module for synthesis of facial expressions during speech. Synchronization between these two modules, resulting to lip-speech synchronization, is guaranteed since the same phonemic description of speech is used as input at both modules. More details about these two modules are provided in the following subsections. Figure 10 introduces the functional diagram of a very general TTS synthesizer. For human reading, it comprises a natural language processing module (NLP), capable of producing a phonetic transcription of the text read, together with the desired intonation and rhythm (often termed as prosody), and a digital signal processing module (DSP), which transforms the symbolic information it receives into speech [10] . A number of simplifications are usually used in some processing steps in order to be able to solve the problem in real time with limited memory requirements. The price paid for such simplifications is often a reduction of the naturalness and color of the generated synthetic voice.
Text-to-speech module
Many research or commercial TTS synthesizers are currently available. We have chosen to base our system to the multilingual speech synthesizer of the MBROLA project [15] . The multiband resynthesis pitch synchronous overlap add (MBROLA) algorithm is an improved version of the time domain-pitch synchronous overlap (TD-PSOLA) technique. Both algorithms produce speech by concatenating elementary speech units called diphones. Unlike TD-PSOLA, MBROLA makes use of a diphone database specially adapted to the requirements of the synthesizer, and obtained after a complex processing (actually, a hybrid harmonic/stochastic analysis-synthesis) of an original diphone database (i.e., a database composed of speech samples). The resulting synthesis technique takes advantage of the flexibility of parametric speech models while keeping the computational simplicity of time-domain synthesizers [10] . The MBROLA system actually provides only the DSP component of a speech synthesizer (see Figure 10 ) and is based on the concatenation of diphones. It uses a list of phonemes as input, together with prosodic information (duration of phonemes and a piecewise linear description of pitch), and produces speech samples on 16 bits (linear), at the sampling frequency of the diphone database used. The advantages of using this system are (i) it is a noncommercial product of a very successful EU project; (ii) it allows us to focus on the more important natural language processing module to improve the naturalness and to add color in the synthesized voices; (iii) it allows designing truly multilingual TTS systems by supporting already more than 24 languages, while more can be supported in the future; (iv) it is an easy to use Windows-based application.
For the results of this paper, we have used the English MBROLA diphone database and the Greek diphone MBROLA database that has been built by Bletsas and Sergiadis [28] . However, we have defined a set of rules to achieve phonemic analysis and used simple rules to add prosody information. The design of the natural language processing module differs for each language and consists of the following stages.
A text pre-processor is used to identify different words and to identify numbers, abbreviations, acronyms, and idiomatics and transform them into full text when needed. A lookup dictionary is used to directly provide the phonetic transcription of such words or symbols.
A phonetisation module is responsible for the automatic determination of the phonetic transcription of regular words. This module is used to identify the phonemes comprising each word and estimate their duration. While the mean duration of each phoneme is a user-defined parameter mathematical models are used to modify the duration of each phoneme in order to achieve more natural speech synthesis.
An (optional) synthetic prosody generation module, which adds additional properties to the final speech signal that are related to audible changes in pitch, loudness, syllable length. For example, adding certain prosody to a specific syllable of a sentence can simulate focus on this syllable. Another example is the accent in the word, which can be simulated by prosody generation as well as by increasing the duration of the syllable with the accent.
Phonetisation for the English language was achieved using the decision-tree-based phonetisation module provided by the MBRDICO project [17] . The same project provides utilities for automatic training of the decision trees based on a pronunciation dictionary for English language [29] . However, we have observed that phonetisation rules in the Greek language are much simpler than the English language and that a rule-based phonetisation module could be designed instead. More specifically, rules are made up of four parts:
(1) The left context. For each unmatched letter in a word, each rule is examined, in turn, when the text to match starts with the letter in the word. If the text to match is found and the right and left context patterns also match, the phonemes for that rule are output and the procedure is repeated for the next unmatched letter. This algorithm is faster and also solves the problem of creating or finding an existing Greek phonetisation dictionary to train the decision tree. We have written rules to cover all possible phoneme combinations in the Greek language and the extensive tests show that results are very satisfactory.
A lookup table containing the mean duration of each phoneme is used to provide an initial value of its duration. Then, according to the position of the corresponding syllable inside the word and the possible presence of accent, its duration is accordingly modified, using rules similar to those implemented by the MBRDICO project [17] . More specifically, in the Greek language, an accent-mark shows the accent of the word, so the corresponding prosody can be easily added, that is, the duration of the phoneme under the accent-mark is increased. Furthermore, phoneme durations are inversely proportional to the number of syllables in a word and at the end of the word the tone must fall and thus the pitch reduced by 60 Hz.
All the generated synthetic speech parameters (i.e., list of phonemes along with their durations and prosodic information) are written in a text file and are used by MBROLA to actually synthesize the speech, which is then either directly output from the speakers or stored in the disk as a sound (.wav) file.
Facial animation module
The facial animation part system is analogous to the facial animation system described in [26] and has been extended for animating Greek phonemes. MPEG-4 uses a set of facial animation parameters (FAPs) to describe each possible facial The expression FAP is used to describe emotional face expressions (e.g., joy, sadness, etc.). There are 6 such expressions currently supported by the MPEG-4 standard and our TTS system. We can introduce facial expressions by using special symbols in the text, as shown in Table 1 . Expression symbols are input as text along with a number, which defines the desired duration of the expression in ms, e.g., \ :)1000. The TTS module produces no output (silences) within the expression duration. As the viseme FAP, the expression FAP can specify two out of the predefined list of six basic expressions and intensity values allowing the blending of the two expressions.
In order to achieve a more natural facial animation the viseme or expression FAP values are attributed to specific time instants, that is, the midtime of their corresponding time interval and used as keyframes. Then an interpolation procedure is used to calculate FAP values corresponding to frames between two consecutive keyframes. For this purpose, a smoothing function is used to smooth out the transitions between two visemes (or expressions). Specifically, the thirdorder Hermite function is used
where a 1 and a 2 are the FAP values corresponding to the two keyframes, x ∈ [0, 1], and g is the desired gradient at the first keyframe (x = 0). This function, also used in [15] , provides very satisfactory interpolation results. The same procedure is used for Greek and English TTS.
In addition, facial movements (small head rotations and eye blinking), are periodically performed by inserting specific FAP sequences, along the lip movements, thus adding a higher degree of realism to the talking head. Synchronization between the sound file produced by MBROLA and the FAP file produced by converting the phonemes to FAPs is achieved, since the durations of the phonemes are available to both the TTS and the facial animation engine.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Figures 11, 12 , 13, 14, and 15 we provide visual results for our 3D adaptation method compared to the RBF adaptation method. It is evident that while the RBF adaptation method ensures that the given feature points are displaced at their exact required positions the natural smoothness of the human face is not maintained in all cases. This is achieved by our method (facial parts deformation-FPD) which by operating on every part separately ensures that the initial characteristics of most facial parts are maintained. The proposed method, although not guaranteeing displacement of the feature points at their exact required position, results to a negligible deviation from this requirement, as shown in Table 2 . This is illustrated also visually in Figure 18 , where an adapted with the FPD method model (this adaptation is illustrated in Figure 17 ) is animated presenting the seven different emotions provided by the MPEG-4 standard. In Figure 16 we illustrate the provided interface of our viewer together with some frames of the resulting talking head.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method for the construction of 3D head models produced by using two orthogonal views (frontal and profile) of a person's face. The positions of feature points in 3D are calculated and are used to deform a generic face model so that the corresponding model nodes are displaced optimally close to the calculated 3D positions, while maintaining the inherent facial characteristics. The two views of the face are used to generate a cylindrical texture map, which is consulted when visualizing the 3D head model. The produced 3D head model is then integrated in a TTS system which combined with a face animation engine produces a 3D talking face capable of speaking the English or Greek language. 
APPENDIX
The system of the four equations given in (1) can be rewritten as
This system can be given in the form
(A.
3)
The solution to this system is found by the least squares method by the calculation of 
